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Criminal Minds is one of the most popular TV procedural drama series, and Matthew's character, Dr. Spencer Reid, is one of the most popular in the public eye, and which has made Matthew a star. So who is Matthew Gray Gubler? Born on March 9, 1980, in Las Vegas, Nevada USA, he is not only an
actor, but also a filmmaker, model and painter – we believe that they did not know that? Well, there is a lot more fascinating information about Matthew, then stay with us for a while as we share everything you need to know about this celebrity actor. Matthew Gubler Wiki: Early Life, Parents, and
Education The son of John Gubler, who worked as a lawyer, and his wife Marilyn, who was a rancher and political consultant, went to the Las Vegas Academy of International Studies, Visual and Performing Arts, where he studied acting. He wanted to make film, but there was no option in his high school,
and so he later enrolled at the Tisch School of the Arts at New York University, where he studied film directing. Image caption Modeling Career Matthew entered the world of entertainment as a model Discovered by a scout, he signed a contract with DNA Model Management while he was at the Tisch
School of the Arts, and soon began modelling for Tommy Hilfiger, American Eagle and Marc Jacobs, among others. He would actually rank 46th on the list of top 50 male models by models.com. Image source Acting Beginnings and Rise to Prominence When he started his modelling career, he was able
to pursue other interests, and in 2004 Wes Anderson advised young Matthew to audition for the role of Nico or Intern 1 in the film The Aquatic with Steve Zissou with Bill Murray, Owen Wilson and Anjelica Huston. During filming, Matthew used his own talents and made a documentary called Matthew
Gray Gubler's Life Aquatic Intern Journal. It was his debut that caught the attention of the casting producers of Criminal Minds, and he was later selected for one of the leading roles, Dr. Spencer Reid, and since the show's premiere on September 22, 2005, he has appeared in 309 episodes of the highly
acclaimed TV series, he has become a star actor. Although he has not had much success besides Criminal Minds, he is known worldwide as Dr. Spencer Reid. Image caption To talk about his other projects as an actor, Matthew had a supporting role in the 2006 film RV. He was chosen to succeed Simon
in the film Alvin and the Chipmunks in 2007 and Alvin and the Chipmunks: The Squeakquel in 2015, Alvin and the Chipmunks: Chipwrecked in 2015 and Alvin and the Chipmunks: The Road Chip in 2015. In 2008 he was bart in the comedy How to Be a Serial Killer with Dameon Clarke and Laura Regan,
2009 Matthew Paul in the Golden Globe Award-nominated romantic comedy 500 Days of Summer with Zooey Deschanel and Joseph Gordon-Levitt. Then he didn't have much success until he starred in the 2016 comedy drama Hot Air alongside Jere Burns. However, director, producer and author
Matthew is a man of many talents, and after the documentary Matthew Gray Gubler's Life Aquatic Intern Journal, he took a step forward and wrote and directed the short film The Cactus That Looked Just Like a Man, also in 2005. Since then, he has directed 12 episodes of Criminal Minds, produced the
band of Robbers and made 2007 music videos Don't Shoot Me Santa and 2015 Dirt Sledding, both by the indie rock band The Killers. the 300th episode of @CrimMinds_CBS airs tonight, so today we all celebrated by #talkshowprom pic.twitter.com/7V37JSMC4q — Matthew grau gubler
(@GUBLERNATION) October 4, 2018 A fulfilled painter In addition, Matthew is an artist, and his works were exhibited at the Gallery of Fine Arts in Ostrava, Czech Republic, where all his paintings were sold, and he was also part of the group exhibition Paper Cuts in the exhibition at The Small Bird
Gallery in California. He painted mainly in watercolor, oil, pastel and gouache – one of his watercolors, Mushface, was sold by an eBay auction for 10,100 US dollars, which was then donated to the Smith Center for the Performing Arts in La Vegas. Do you know how rich Matthew is? Since the beginning
he started his versatile career, he has become very successful; the role of Dr. Spencer Reid celebrated him as an actor, and he would also prove his directing skills, as well as his valleys as an artist, which also contributed to his wealth. So, as of the end of 2018, authoritative sources estimate that
Gubler's net worth is as high as 1.2 million dollars. Matthew Gray Gubler Personal Life, Is He Gay, Dating Life A rumour of Matthew's homosexuality surfaced when he was close to his on-screen co-star Shemar Moore, but he has denied these rumours. He was seen in a hug with a number of female
beauties, and before he became famous, he was in a relationship with a woman named Eve Wind. In 2004 he began a romantic relationship with Charlotte Kemp Muhl, which lasted until 2005, and two years later he was seen alongside Kat Dennings, but the two separated after only a few months. Since
then, he has been with actress Marisa Morris, musician Victoria Asher and Taylor Swift. But now he seems to be enjoying single life. In 2009, after he had pulled his knee while dancing and despite three surgeries, Matthew was forced to walk with a tube for almost a year. His struggles included in the
script of Criminal Minds, and we were able to Matthew with a tube on the screen. Matthew received a ministerial certificate in October 2014 and was the minister who hosted Criminal Minds co-star Paget Brewster and Steve Damstra. Image caption Over the years, Matthew has become very popular on
social media platforms, especially Instagram and Twitter, as well as Facebook. His official Instagram account has over 1.9 million followers and Twitter 1.7 million, while Facebook has attracted more than 1.4 million followers. His pictures can be found on his social media pages and details from his acting
career and his private life. So if you're not already a fan of this multi-talented artist, then this is a perfect opportunity for you to become one, just skip to its official sites. Image caption A list of American celebrities who never thought they would make a living as an actor would not be complete without the
mention of Matthew Gray Gubler. Although Matthew has a great passion for directing the film and studied it at university, he never thought he would gain fame in front of the camera. Since then, he has done other things like painting, illustrating and writing a book. The Nevada native attracted public
attention for his excellent portrayal of Dr. Spencer Reid in the television series Criminal Minds. Before he made his acting debut, however, Matthew did some work as a model. Matthew Gray Gubler began modeling while at NYU after attending and graduating from the Las Vegas Academy of the Arts,
where he studied acting because his first choice of filmmaking was not offered at school, Matthew Gray Gubler enrolled at New York University's Tisch School of the Arts to study film directing. During his time here he was able to start his modeling career. Matthew came up with the idea to do this after a
model scout spotted him standing in front of a drugstore. The encounter led to him signing with DNA Model Management and working for designers such as Tommy Hilfiger, Sisley, American Eagle, Burberry, Marc Jacobs and many others. During his heyday as a model, Matthew was a fast-rising model
when he finished 46th on models.com list of the top 50 male models. Filmmaker Wes Anderson encouraged him to try his hand at acting Matthew Gray Gubler was already modeling when he completed an internship with Wes Anderson as part of his college program in 2004. Anderson saw the talent in
the youngster and encouraged him to audition for a role in his upcoming film The Life Aquatic with Steve Zissou. Matthew watched the film director's advice and took part in the audition in which he played the role intern #1 (Nico the intern). His outstanding nowhere in the film led to the beginning of his
propitious acting career, something he never hoped to begin. His performance in The Life Aquatic Aquatic Steve Zissou led To His Breakout Role in Criminal Minds Although he never intended to land in front of the camera as an actor, Matthew's interest in the performing arts grew when he delved deeper
into the acting world. As soon as he finished his role in The Life Aquatic with Steve Zissou in 2004, he began to search for more roles through auditions. Luck finally smiled at him in 2005 when he landed the lead role in CBS's Criminal Minds. He was cast as brilliant FBI agent Dr. Spencer Reid, a role he
played superbly and brought him to the pinnacle of the superstar. At first there was much speculation about Matthew Gray Gubler's credibility, as he was very new to the acting business. However, the police television series became one of the most watched shows of the year with excellent ratings. The
actor remained a part of the series until it ended in 2020. A Harvest of Roles Followed After Criminal Minds With his established acting career, Matthew Gray Gubler was able to demonstrate his great acting skills in several other productions. In 2006 he played a cameo role as Joe Joe in the film RV. A
few years later, in 2008, he appeared in How to Be a Serial Killer, which was the main character of Bart. In 2009 he saw the role of Paul on the set of (500) Days of Summer. In 2014, he played Kyle Orfman in the zombie comedy Life After Beth. Before the end of the year, he joined the cast of the film
Suburban Gothic as Raymond, while his performance earned him a Screamfest Award for Best Actor. In 2015, Matthew played Joe Harper in the Band of Robbers. Other TV series and films he has starved in since then include Magic Valley (2011), The Beauty Inside (2012), Hot Air (2014), Trash Fire
(2016), Newness (2017), 68 Kill (2017), Zoe (2018), Dollface (2019) and Endings, Beginnings (2019). Matthew's latest project is the psychodrama Horse Girl (2020). He also has some voice acting roles Matthew Gray Gubler has lent his voice to characters in animated movies. In the film series Alvin and
Chipmunks he played the character of Simon Sevilla in Alvin and the Chipmunks (2007), Alvin and the Chipmunks: The Squeakquel (2009), Alvin and the Chipmunks: Chipwrecked (2011) and Alvin and the Chipmunks: The Road Chip (2015). In 2011 he was the voice behind the character of Winsor in
Scooby-Doo! Legend of the Phantosaur. Matthew has also done some important vocal work for the DC Universe Animated Original Movies line, giving his voice to the characters of Jimmy Olsen in All-Star Superman (2011) and Edward Nygma/The Riddler in Batman: Assault on Arkham (2014). Matthew
Gray Gubler has not lost his passion for filmmaking, although he became a great actor while playing The Life Aquatic with Steve Zissou, Gray turned The documentary Matthew Gray Gubler's Life Aquatic Intern Journal. This was a behind-the-scenes look at the making of the film and it was later recorded
as part of The Criterion Collection DVD release. Matthew later took time out to direct and star in a series of self-destructive mockumentaries titled Matthew Gray Gubler: The Unauthorized Documentary and Matthew Gray Gubler: The Authorized Documentary. He later shot the music videos of bands such
as Whirlwind Heat and The Killers before shooting an episode of Criminal Minds. Criminal Mind Episodes Directed By Matthew Matthew Gray Gubler accepts the accolade for directing several episodes of Criminal Minds. The first episode he directed was in Season 5, an episode titled Mosley Lane, which
aired on March 3, 2010. He directed the episode Lauren, which aired on March 16, 2011. This special episode included the departure of Paget Brewster – a regular on the Criminal Minds series who has a good friendship with Matthew away from working on the show. The actor who directed the episode
was a special request from Brewster. Other episodes of Matthew include episodes of Heathridge Manor, which aired on April 4, 2012, and The Lesson, which aired on December 5, 2012. The list includes the Alchemy episode, Gatekeeper, Blood Relations, Mr. Scratch, A Beautiful Disaster, Elliott's Pond,
The Capilanos and The Tall Man. The A Beautiful Disaster episode included the outcome of the series-scheduled Shemar Moore. Matthew Gray Gubler is a talented painter As Well Matthew Gray Gubler has also contributed to humanity through his skilful works of art that include watercolor, oil, pastel and
gouache. The artist has a unique website and social media accounts where he posts most of his artistic works since 2005. In September 2005, twelve of his watercolour artworks, which were on display in a museum of fine arts in the Czech Republic, sold out. On September 6, 2008, his artwork was
shown at the Little Bird art exhibition Paper Cuts in Atwater Village, California. Matthew contributed to the Western Heritage Museum &amp; Lea County Cowboy Hall of Fame in the form of a painting by Sandy The Mammoth. In July 2010, the paintings of the talented artist were shown in Juxtapoz
Magazine. A year later, in October 2011, an original watercolor painting, titled Mushface, was sold on the eBay auction site for a total of USD 10,100. The Nevada native donated to the Smith Center of the Performing Arts in his hometown of Las Vegas. His artworks were highlighted in a 2013 interview
with BuzzFeed. He has written a book that has been an unearned success, he has already done significant work as an actor, director and painter and has made a huge fortune in the process, Matthew Gray Gubler Gubler to try his hands while writing. On April 2, 2019, he published the book Rumple
Buttercup: Story of Bananas, Belonging, and Being Yourself. The book, which was published as a children's book, was self-illustrated when the multi-talented entertainer wrote everything in the book by hand – from the words to the illustrations, including the barcode and the long copyright page. According
to him, the publication is written not only for children, but for people of all ages, as he wrote the book in the hope of giving the world a 136-page hug. He said it was for anyone who ever felt he wasn't quite fit in, just to make it clear to them that they're not alone. Rumple Buttercup was a huge success, as it
was #1 in its category in its category on the New York Times bestseller list within weeks of its publication. Matthew originally planned to publish the book himself, but later decided that Random House would suit him well. Matthew Gray Gubler Has Along the Way Dated Quite a Few People in Hollywood
Matthew Gray Gubler has never been married, but there is a very long list of beautiful ladies with whom he had romantic affairs. These include Eve Wind, Charlotte Kemp Muhl, Kat Dennings, Marisa Morris, Victoria Asher, Ali Michael and Rachel Bourlier. Kat Denning's Matthew and Kat Image Caption
Two Broke Girls star Kat Dennings is one of the people Matthew dated. Their relationship took place sometime in 2007 and became public when the duo were spotted together at the premiere of the series Weeds. However, their relationship has been short-lived, although they have remained good friends
since they separated. Taylor Swift Matthew and Taylor Image caption In 2013, reports surfaced that Matthew Gray Gubler had a romantic relationship with Grammy-winning superstar musician Taylor Swift. Although neither came out with a denial or confirmation, they were discovered to spend quality time
together several. The actor even traveled to Taylor on July 4 of the same year. However, the two separated before it could get more serious between them. Swift is popular for writing music about her past failed romances, so it wouldn't be far from wondering if Gubler was the subject of one of her hits.
Victoria Asher Matthew and Victoria Asher Victoria Asher, who plays solo artist Vicky-T after serving as a keytarist for the band Cobra Starship until their split in November 2015, also dated Matthew. Their relationship began in 2010 and lasted until 2011, before hitting the rocks. Marisa Morris Matthew
and Marisa Morris Die the exes of Matthew Gray Gubler still ranges around the Portuguese actress Marisa Morris. The duo became an item in 2008 and their dalliance lasted a few years before to the end in 2010. Morris has since moved on with other people such as Barbara Bongiovi, Rob Lowe and
Julian Ovenden. Charlotte Kemp Matthew and Charlotte Kemp Matthew's relationship with singer, songwriter, author, model and film director Charlotte Kemp Muhl began in 2004 with several joint appearances on the red carpet. Muhl remained a part of his life until they called it over in 2005. Since then,
she has moved on to John Lennon's son Sean Lennon. Eve Wind Matthew and Eve WInd Matthews' name was also associated with American singer Eve Wind. However, the details of their relationship were never made public. His name was also associated with Ali Michael, but they separated in 2013.
Who is Matthew Gray Gubler Dating Now? All information about Matthew Gray Gubler's romantic story dates back several years. But from what can be experienced, the actor has been single for quite some time. Although, it may be possible that he has dated all the time and has decided to keep it a
secret from the press. After all, there are many ladies out there who would like to be associated with Dr. Spencer Reid. Many fans of Criminal Minds have expressed their attraction to the famous entertainer on Twitter and other social media platforms. Platforms.
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